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Ranks of Incidence Matrices of t-designs SA.(t, t+l, v) 
MICHEL DEHON 
Let S be an SAlt, t+ 1, v) with v> t+ 1 and let Rkp(S) be the rank over GF(p) of an incidence 
matrix of S; we prove that 
if p.(t+1, 
and 
Rkp(S) = v -1 if plt+ 1, 
except possibly when t = 2 and p = 2 or 3, or when t = 3 and p = 2. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A, t, k, v be integers such that A ~ 1 and 1 < t< k < v. At-design SA(t, k, v) is a set S 
of cardinality v whose elements are called points, provided with a collection of k-subsets 
called blocks such that every t-subset of S is contained in exactly A blocks. 
A Steiner system is at-design S1(t, k, v), also denoted by S(t, k, v). 
A set X of points of a t-design S is a subdesign of S if and only if Ix n B 1< t for every 
block B not contained in X 
Let S be an SA (t, k, v) with t ~ 3 and let T be any subset of S having at most t - 2 points. 
The set S - T, provided with the blocks B - T where B is a block of S containing T, is a 
(t-I TI)-design SA (t-I TI, k -I TI, v -I TI), called a derived design from S and denoted by 
S(T). 
Let S be an SA(t, k, v) containing b blocks and let M = (Mij) be a v x b incidence matrix 
of S (Mij = 1 or 0 according to whether the corresponding point and block of S are incident 
or not). For every prime p, the rank of Mover GF(p) is called the p-rank of S and denoted 
by Rkp(S). It is clear that Rkp(S) does not depend on the choice of the incidence matrix M 
of S. It is well known that v :s;; b and obviously 
Rkp(S):s;; v 
ifp-/' k and 
if plk. 
J. Doyen, X. Hubaut and M. Vandensavel [3] proved that if S is a Steiner system 
S(2, 3, v): 
(a) Rk2(S) ~ v -log2(v + 1) where equality holds iff S is a projective space over GF(2); 
(b) Rk3(S) ~ v -log3 v -1 where equality holds iff S is an affine space over GF(3); 
(c) Rkp(S) = v for every prime p ~ 5. 
L. Teirlinck [4] has proved (but his results are not expressed in terms of ranks of 
incidence matrices) that this theorem is still valid for p = 2 or 3 when S is an arbitrary 
SA (2, 3, v). He also proved that, if S is an SA (3,4, v), 
Rk2(S) ~ v -log2 v -1, 
where equality holds iff S is an affine space over GF(2) (the blocks of S are the planes of the 
affine space). 
We will prove the following result. 
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THEOREM. If S is an SA(t, t+ 1, v) and p a prime, 
Rkp(S) = v when p,r t+ 1, 
and 
Rkp(S) = v -1 when plt+ 1, 
except possibly when t = 2 and p = 2 or 3, or when t = 3 and p = 2. 
2. PROOF OF THE RESULT 
Let S be an SA(t, t+ 1, v) and let p be a prime; a p-partition of S is an ordered p-tuple 
(So, S1> ... , Sp-l) such that 
(i) the set of all Si ;£- fJ is a partition of S. 
(ii) for every block B of S, 
L a{a) = O{mod p), 
aEB 
where a{a) is the index such that a E Sura)' 
(iii) Si ¥- S for every i E GF(p). 
Let I be a non-trivial zero linear combination of the rows of an incidence matrix M of S. 
Let us give to every point of S a weight in GF{p) equal to the coefficient in I of the 
corresponding row of M. For every i E GF(p), we denote the set of all points of weight i in 
S by Si.1f p,r t+ 1, (So, S1> ... , Sp-l) is a p-partition of S. This is also true if IJIt+ 1 and if I 
contains at least two different coefficients. Conversely, to every p-partition of S, there 
naturally corresponds a non-trivial zero linear combination of the rows of M. The 
following lemma is proved in [2], 
LEMMA 1. IfS is an SA{2, 3, v), pa prime and (So, S1> ... , Sp-l) a p-partition of S; then 
Si ¥- fJ for every i E GF(p). 
LEMMA 2. Let S be an SA (2, 3, v) and let p ~ 5 be a prime. Then 
PROOF. Suppose that Rkp{S) < v; S contains at least one p-partition (So, S1> ... , 
Sp-l)' Let i E GF{p)-{O} and a E Si (Lemma 1). Counting in two different ways the 
number of ordered pairs (b, c) such that bE So, C E S-i and {a, b, c} is a block of S, we get 
A Isol = A Is-d. This implies that all the subsets Sj{j E GF{p)) have the same cardinality. Let 
dE SI and let us compute, in two different ways, the number of ordered pairs (e, f) such 
that e E S-2,[ E SI and {d, e, f} is a block of S. We get A IS-21 = A (ISll-1) which is 
impossible. 
LEMMA 3. If S is an SA (3,4, v) and if (So, S1> S2) is a 3-partition of S, the subsets So, SI 
and S2 are non-empty. 
PROOF 
(a) Suppose that So =.0; we have S 1 = fJ and S2 ¥-.0. Let a E S1> b E S2 and let us count, in 
two different ways, the number of ordered pairs (c, d) such that c E S1, dE S2 and 
{a, b, c, d} is a block of S: we obtain A (IS11-1) = A (IS21-1). This implies that 
ISll = IS21 ~ 3 since v ~ 5. Let e, f, g E SI. The fourth point of every block containing 
{e, [, g} must be in So, which is impossible. 
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(b) Suppose that S 1 = 0; we have So ~ 0 and S2 ~ 0. If ISol = 1; we have IS21 ~ 4. Let 
a, b E S2 and let us count in two different ways the number of ordered pairs (c, d) 
such that So = {c}, dE S2 and {a, b, c, d} is a block of S: we get A (lS21- 2) = A ISol = A, 
that is IS21 = 3. This is impossible, and so ISol ~ 2. We have a contradiction since the 
fourth point of every block containing two points of So and one point of S2 must be in 
SJ, which is empty. 
(c) S2 ~ 0 (the proof is similar to the preceding one). 
LEMMA 4. If S is an SA (3,4, v) , 
PROOF. Suppose that Rk3(S) < v. S contains at least one 3-partition (So, SI> S2) . So is 
clearly a subdesign of S and we have Isol:s; vl2 [1]. Since v ~ 5, this implies lSI v s21 ~ 3. 
If IS11 = 1, let a, bE S2; the fourth point of every block containing a, b and the unique 
point of SI must also be in SI. This is impossible and we have IS11 ~ 2. 
Let c, dE SI and let us count in two different ways the number of ordered pairs (e, f) such 
that e E So, f E SI and {c, d, e, f} is a block of S. We get A ISol = A (IS11 - 2), and so ISoi = 
ISli - 2. On the other hand, if g E So, hE S2 and if we count, in two different ways, the 
number of ordered pairs (k, I) such that k E So, IE SI and {g, h, k, I} is a block of S, we get 
A (iSoi -1) = A IS11, and so ISol-l = ISII, which clearly contradicts the preceding inequality. 
LEMMA 5. IfS is an SA (4, 5, v), 
Rk2(S) = v. 
PROOF. Suppose that Rk2(S) < v, S contains at least one 2-partition (So, SI). So is a 
subdesign of Sand ISonBI = 1, 3 or 5 for every block B of S. This implies ISol = (v -1)/2 
[1], so that ISol ~ 3 and IS11 ~4. Let a, bE So, C E SI and let us count, in two different ways, 
the number of ordered pairs (d, e) such that d E So, e E S 1 and {a, b, c, d, e} is a block of S: 
we get A(ISol- 2) = A(IS11-1). This implies (v -1)/2- 2 = (v + 1)12 -1, which is not true. 
THEOREM. If S is an SA (t, t+ 1, v) and p a prime, then 
when p1' t+ 1, 
and 
Rkp(S) = v -1 when plt+ 1, 
except possibly when t = 2 and p = 2 or 3, or when t = 3 and p = 2. 
PROOF. The cases t = 2, p = 2 or 3 and t = 3, P = 2 have been considered in [3] and [4]. 
It remains to prove that, in the other cases, S cannot contain a p-partition. 
(a) Ifp~5 and t= 2, this follows from Lemma 2. If t~ 3, suppose that (So, SI , ' .. , Sp_l) 
is a p-partition of S and that T = {ab a2, ... , at-2} is a (t - 2)-subset of S such that at 
least two of the subsets Sj - T (i E GF(p» are non-empty. For every j E 
{I, 2, ... , t - 2}, let aU) be such that aj E Sa(j) and let 
t-2 
a = L a(j) . 
j=1 
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The p-tuple (5'0, S;, ... , S~-1)' where S; = S;-a/3 - T for every i E GF(p), is a 
p-partition of S(T) which is an SA(2, 3, v-t+2). This is impossible by Lemma 2. 
(b) If p = 3 and t = 3, this follows from Lemma 4. If t;;;.: 4, suppose that (So, S1> S2) is a 
3-partition of S and that T = {at. a2, ... , at-3} is a (t- 3)-subset of S such that at 
least two of the subsets So- T, S1- T and S2- T are non-empty. For every 
j E {1, 2, ... , t- 3}, let a(j) be such that aj E Sa(j) and let 
/-3 
a = L aU)· j=1 
The triple (S~, S;, S~), where S; = S;-a/4 - T for every i = 0,1,2, is a 3-partition of 
S(T) which is an SA(3, 4, v - t+ 3). This is impossible by Lemma 4. 
(c) If p=2 and t=4, this follows from Lemma 5. If t;;;.:5, suppose that (So, S1) is a 
2-partition of S and that T={ab a2,"" at-4} is a (t-4)-subset of S such that 
So - T and S1 - T are non-empty. For every j E {1, 2, ... , t - 4}, let a (j) be such that 
aj E Sa(j) and let 
/-4 
a = L a(j). j=1 
The pair (S~, S;), where S~ = S-a/5 - T and S; = S1-a/5 - T, is a 2-partition of S(T) 
which is an SA (4,5, v - t + 4). This is impossible by Lemma 5. 
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